THE NERVOUS SYSTEM
office, and the receipt of these messages may cause further
orders to be sent out. It is rather like the telegraph and
telephone system of a large army in the field. Messages
come in from the eyes of the army, from the scouts, the
aeroplanes, the observation posts, etc. These messages do
not usually go direct to the commander-in-ehiel and his
staff, they are received and considered first by lower officers ;
and in the case of many of the messages these lower officers
issue the orders which lead to the Pimple movements of
troops necessary to deal with the situation. When the
situation which the various messages reveals is more
complicated, however, the information is relayed on to
headquarters, and there is discussed by the heads of stafi,
who may call each other up repeatedly on their office tele-
phones to consult about it. Finally orders go out from the
commander-in-chief which lead to co-ordinated movements
of battalions, to speeding up of ammunition supply, to
stopping leave and stopping letters, and to an increase in
the activity of the medical units in anticipation of the
necessary evacuation of the wounded. The battalions
concerned will send in reports of their movements during
the battle, and further orders issued from headquarters
will depend largely upon these reports. The telegraph and
telephone system of a modern army is engaged in this
integrating work which co-ordinates the army into a unit
acting under control from headquarters.
The nerves which form the cables of the human telegraph
system are composed of bundles of long thin nerve cells
called neurones, A neurone is a cell just like any other cell
of the body or just like an independent animal cell such
as Amoeba. But its form is specialized and its composition
is specialized in a way directed entirely towards its duties as
a earner of messages. From its cell body goes out a long,
thin projection (often with a tasselled end) called the axone,
and it is these axones which, grouped in cables, form the
nerves. One of these may be several feet in length, for
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